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FORESTRY, SOCIAL FORESTRY, FUELWOOD
AND THE ENVIRONMENT:
A TOUR OF THE HORIZON

Gill Shepherd

INTRODUCTION

THE RURAL FUELWOOD CRISIS THAT WENT AWAY

Well over a decade of village tree-planting projects in the developing world -with all the false starts that
always attend new development initiatives - have brought us to a point where we can see what some of the
misperceptions were at the outset, and what the real problems are.

It was the oil price rises of the early 1970s which first made it clear that poor third world people would in
fact be relying indefinitely on woodfuel for the bulk of their energy needs. Yet populations were growing,
and desertification was apparently on the increase. The obvious answer seemed to be massive tree-planting
programmes in which rural people grew timber and fuelwood to meet their own needs, and thereby
plugged the rapidly widening `fuelwood gap'.

Village tree-planting programmes

Dozens of such programmes were started, using paid labour or traditional village working parties, but in
every case intractable problems rapidly developed as the trees grew. Ordinary villagers became quickly
disillusioned as they realised that the wood would not be gathered continuously for fuel as the bushland is,
but would be felled at one given moment several years hence. They clearly thought it unlikely that they
would benefit from this wood directly, and so it proved. The wood was usually sold for poles and not
distributed locally for firewood at all.

The dynamics of successful village tree-planting programmes have only slowly become apparent.
The excessively high value of village woodlots

Firstly, while bushland can be used communally with minimum group rules for sharing, because it is an
ample and low-value resource for those living nearby, a village woodlot is very different. Because of the
much higher degree of labour invested, whether paid or unpaid, the timber has a far higher value and is
unlikely to end up as firewood.
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Land tenure

Naturally, people wish to attach far more clear cut ownership rules to planted trees than they do to tracts of
bushland. But often they can see that no effective corporate group exists competent to manage a village
woodlot. Foresters have found, in consequence, that they can interest villagers in tree-planting on their own
land far more easily than they can start a village plantation; and that successful farm forestry programmes
are easiest to promote, therefore, where shifting cultivation has come to an end, farms are permanently
owned and population density is already high.

Trees in the farm economy

After all, for the farmer, trees are just one more component of the farming system. Fruit trees may be the
first requirement, followed by species which provide poles and small timber but which can also be
coppiced for firewood. Typically, farmers will use trees to enhance the value and convenience of the farm
by putting shade and fruit trees near the house and perhaps by planting stock-proof hedges around field
boundaries and the compound. On hill slopes, trees are used to help form terraces. As a rule, the only
market for farm-grown tree products will be for fruit and possibly poles.

The real nature of the fuelwood crisis

Finally, it only gradually became apparent that there is no real firewood shortage in most rural areas
anyway - at least, not for those who live there. The disappearance of tree cover is the result firstly of land
clearance for cultivation, and secondly of the rapidly growing demand for cooking fuel of city dwellers.

The problems resulting from supplying urban households with rural biomass as fuel have so far been
addressed only by a few Asian countries. Most developing country urban fuelwood users are obtaining
biomass from rural areas at a price which reflects little more than transport costs, with neither replacement
costs nor environmental costs taken into account. Moreover, because such fuel is naturally produced at the
least possible opportunity cost, it is usually gathered over an area far too small to be sustainable, given the
concentration of urban dwellers.

Because of the `woodfuel gap', approach to tree-planting - the citing of aggregated national-level figures for
actual and projected shortfalls - early social forestry projects failed completely to understand that inside the
woodfuel problem there were two issues to be broken out: provision for urban and provision for rural
people. It was simply and wrongly assumed that there were plentiful suitable planting sites in rural areas,
and that the creation of more biomass through the planting of village woodlots would be popular with rural
people and would benefit both them and the urban population.

THE CASE OF KARNATAKA'S VILLAGE WOODLOTS

As an example of this, let me cite the Karnataka social forestry project in South West India, which has run
so far from 1983-1990. I was a member of the project's final evaluation team which reported in 1989, and
the findings were that such rural woodlots were causing more problems than they solved.
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Official views of the woodlots component

The village woodlots component of the Social Forestry Programme is technically very good on most sites,
and it is the part of the project of which the Department feels most proud. 

The State government is also very enthusiastic about such plantations, as the way forward for re-afforesting
the state and for buffering the natural forests of the Western Ghats by providing alternative sources of
woodfuel, poles and (though not under this project) raw materials for industry. Some of Karnataka's
academics have also stressed the potential the plantations have as substitutes for the felling of valuable farm
trees such as neem and mango, for urban fuelwood markets.

The welfare view of the woodlots component

From the welfare point of view, however, woodlots are much more problematic, and this is why voluntary
organisations have taken far more interest in the benefits and disbenefits of woodlots than in those of farm
forestry. The trees being grown on the public lands near villages are unlikely to benefit the `weaker sections'
for whom they are partly designed while in many cases they clearly take away a resource that those same
weaker sections were using before. To that extent, woodlots exploit the very people they were designed to
help. 

The selection of woodlot sites on common lands

The way in which lands for afforestation are selected is as follows. They are identified by the Forest
Department as legally available and technically feasible for planting, and only then, if at all, is the Village
Council of the village nearest to the site approached. So long as more than 50% of those who attend the
Village Council meeting at which the matter is discussed agree to the idea of a woodlot, the Forestry
Department goes ahead. But often no such meeting took place. Villagers near woodlots had no idea what
the woodlots were for, village officials had not been told that they were due to take over the management of
the woodlot in due course, and arrangements for distribution of benefits were totally unknown. 

The importance of fodder from the land on which woodlots were sited

Even where there had been council meetings, they failed to elicit information about the importance of
wastelands for grazing, because such meetings are attended by the wealthy - who feed their animals from
their own lands - or by poorer villagers too shy to speak up. But in fact, there are serious problems about
the use of grazing lands near villages for tree planting if rural welfare is the aim. 

# Several studies have pointed to the declining availability of fodder in the State, particularly for the
marginal farmer and the landless, the categories who use the common lands the most. At the same
time, they are being assisted through poverty alleviation programmes to acquire animals. 

# Both the trends in agriculture in Karnataka - more intensified use of irrigated land for horticulture
and vegetables and the placing of marginal lands under trees - have cut into the availability of fodder
from agricultural residues. 

# The commons are shrinking as a result of encroachment and tree-planting and the poor, because
they have a tight time-budget and cannot hire herders, cannot exploit any common lands other than
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those nearest to the village. 
The project was very slow to discover how important public lands near villages were for grazing, either
from secondary sources or by direct enquiry. Yet an hour or so out and about in a village talking to poorer
villagers usually uncovers such problems.

The distribution of benefits

The formal arrangements for the distribution of benefits have always assumed that the main benefit from
woodlots would be fuelwood and that the poor in the area would benefit not by free but by subsidized
fuelwood.

Again, the most cursory enquiry in Karnataka's villages makes it clear that the poor never buy firewood and
indeed hardly use it. A recent study in two villages indicates that under 30% of the fuel needs of the poor
are met by firewood, the shortfall being made up with roots, twigs and leaves. Firewood is the fuel of the
wealthy. Indeed for most rural households, what is needed is small quantities of cooking fuel daily, not a
large purchase once every few years. 

The conceptual confusions behind the woodlots programme

We are back to the old problem: for whom and for what purpose are the village plantations being raised?

# For rural people, they represent too expensive and too luxurious a resource in themselves, and
indeed remove, rather than create, a valued local resource. 

# If they are really for urban fuelwood needs, they should not be taking up valuable village grazing
lands. 

The uncertainties inherent in the intentions behind the plantations can be read from species choice in them.
In the beginning, when it was assumed that the resource was being created for urban and rural fuelwood
needs only, the FD was criticized for planting too much eucalyptus and not enough of traditional local
fuelwood species and species with other subsistence uses. 

More recently, it has been argued that there are too many different species being interplanted merely to
please the anti-eucalyptus lobby, with the result that some bizarrely complex management plans will have
to be drawn up for some village plantations. 

Both criticisms are valid, but are overshadowed by the even more fundamental confusion about who the
woodlots were to serve and what they needed. Annual district planting targets were what drove the planting
programme, not a planned response to needs.

More recently, the plan for the plantations has been that they be handed over for management to the
Mandal Panchayats, the lowest level of local government under Karnataka State's decentralization
programme. They are to apportion the fuelwood raised between local purchasers and the open market, and
to raise a proportion of their own running costs thereby.



     1I am grateful to Dr John Soussan, of the Geography
Department, University of Reading, for allowing me to pick the
meat from an unpublished paper of his, in this section.
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With hindsight, a more ingenious woodlot programme was needed which, while it met State-level aims,
was also at the same time tailored to the separate needs of identified groups. These could have been, on the
one hand woodlots aimed at providing sellable poles or firewood to towns and raising cash for Mandal
Panchayats; on the other, seeded areas of species which could be used, without money changing hands, by
villagers for their own firewood and fodder needs. Careful siting of each type of woodlot could have made
sure that lands nearest to the villages were put to subsistence use, and remoter sites reserved for Mandal
Panchayat revenue earning plantations.

URBAN FUEL SUPPLIES AND THE RURAL ENVIRONMENT

The problems for urban supply are actually much more complex, and their relation to the rural environment
complex too. That is to say, one can hope to protect the rural environment by a change in urban energy
planning strategies, which may have little to do with rural planting.

Unfortunately urban energy planning,1 while vital, often has no clear cut niche in any ministry, and those
concerned can never have control, in any case, the rapid in-migration or scarcely-rising standards of living
are mostly at the root of urban energy problems. At the same time, the solutions sought must emerge from
the understanding that fuel use in cities is highly diverse and that they will need to be flexible.
Three solutions present themselves which might have some positive effect on the rural environment:

i) Technology-based conservation strategies such as improved stoves

The household is the most important sector in which to try to effect fuel conservation for far more
fuel is used than in industry. Stoves save fuel and money, and improve the health of women and of
the urban environment as well. But stove programmes have failed to take off; partly this is because
they have surprisingly tended to concentrate on rural fuel saving up till now (a further aspect of the
misunderstanding of the fuelwood crisis, no doubt); partly because market-based manufacture and
dissemination systems have rarely been developed. In any case, stove programmes will rarely
contribute much to fuelwood saving at national level, despite the difference they make to the quality
of life of individual households, and therefore they can only form one part of any urban strategy
considered.

ii) Improving fuelwood supplies to cities

To increase supplies for a given urban area, various methods have been tried: improved
management of existing fuelwood supply sources; the supplying of fuelwood as a secondary output
from some other productive activity; and the growing of peri-urban plantations by the State or
private farmers.

Improved management of natural woodlands
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When fuelwood from natural woodlands is still relatively plentiful near to a city no other fuelwood
option is economic, unless those woodlands are fiercely controlled. And indeed, even when we see
government control mechanisms in action, we can observe that it is more often local people who are
denied traditional access to woodlands rather than are urban dealers, who remove far more by
volume, but who can bribe or intimidate local government officials into turning a blind eye. 

Local woodland management often needs to be put into the hands of local communities along with
management and exploitation rights if more effective controls are to be attempted. Even then,
results will depend upon many site-specific factors, and the potential for such local control must be
investigated, not assumed.

Fuelwood as a byproduct of other activities

There is some potential for fuelwood as a byproduct of other activities, but there are problems too.
Potential supplies are often inconveniently sited and may be small at any one site, so that transport
becomes complicated and expensive. Such supplies are likely to be erratic over time so that both
producers and buyers lose interest eventually.

State-run peri-urban plantations

Peri-urban plantations have looked like a good idea to planners in the past, but although inputs and
outputs from such plantations look easy to calculate, their inherent problems are now much better
recognised. They cannot compete in price with fuel from natural woodlands or residues from some
other activity, and even where these are not available, the price of commercial alternatives such as
kerosene or LPG gas is always lower than that of wood from peri-urban plantations.

Private farmers' peri-urban fuelwood production

Finally, there are a few examples of successful fuelwood production for cities by farmers living on
peri-urban agricultural land. This solution worked successfully on the hillsides around Ancient
Rome, and has worked more recently around Addis Ababa and Kano. In each case forests had
retreated so far that transport costs from there were higher than production costs of wood grown
nearby. 

But the economics are often complex. Since food crops always make more money than fuelwood,
trees tend to be grown as fuel in peri-urban migrant households where there is a serious labour
constraint, and on the lands of absentee landlords looking for a cash-crop for a low labour outlay, or
who fear that, otherwise, their lands will be confiscated and redistributed by the State. Even in these
special situations, pulp and pole markets where they exist will always attract the tree-grower more
than fuelwood sales.

iii) Fuel-switching strategies

Urban energy users are concerned with three things: availability, cost and fuel preference. In many
cases, fuelwood maintains the place it does in urban fuel supply not because it is liked, or cheap, but
because it is reliably available throughout the year. Households will switch fuels readily as the
interrelationships between cost, availability and preference shift, so long as the opportunity cost for
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doing so is not too great. For instance, the price not just of the fuel but also of the appliance needed
to use it is very important here.

Despite these problems, users will shift fuels more readily than was once thought, especially if the
shift can be encouraged by the right kind of intervention. Research has revealed that the most
effective interventions are firstly to subsidize the cost of the new appliance for the fuel, and
secondly to improve the regularity and reliability of fuel supplies and infrastructure. Improvements
to these can be targeted to particular sections of the city where fuel-switching is particularly desired,
and the resulting impact on fuelwood demand can be large.

Creating secure kerosene and LPG supplies in cities are likely to be one of the most certain ways of
safeguarding the rural environment and promoting sustainable development there. 

The strategy has already worked well in Bangladesh and South-East Asia, and was under discussion in
Mogadishu before the outbreak of civil war in that country, Somalia's ruling party having become so
alarmed by the effects of the charcoal trade on the country's livestock economy that it proposed taxing
vehicle fuel to subsidize a switch to kerosene.

RURAL PLANTING

If the rural fuelwood crisis turned out to be a myth in most places, and if the best solution to urban fuel
problems is a switch to non-biomass-based fuels, what remaining role does rural tree-planting have? Where
should it be done and why?

The history of many parts of the world shows a clear pattern. People clear forest or bush for cultivation,
and at first have little incentive to plant trees because uncleared resources are still not so far away. But as
others clear their own fields, gradually these resources recede further and further away. Over the decades, a
time will come when the first comers, furthest from the woodland frontier, find tree-growing has a lower
opportunity cost than time-consuming expeditions for `free' biomass, and it gradually becomes a part of the
farm economy. The first shortage is always for poles; fuelwood shortages come far later, if at all.
Trees are used simultaneously for more than one purpose as a rule: poles are planted where they also act as
windbreaks or to demarcate field boundaries; firewood species are put in hedges with dense or thorny
species which keep animals out. Fruit trees are popular near the house, where they may double as shade
trees.

This steady and inevitable move from tree-use to tree-planting is worth encouraging through rural projects
and extension, once the conditions are right. Worth it, because better farming is the result; because rural
biomass needs are most readily met that way in that context, and because environmental benefits on a local
scale will inevitably result from the presence of trees. Farmers will respond especially well if a good urban
pole market develops (or a pulp market as in parts of India).
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CONCLUSIONS

The conclusions to be drawn from this overview are, I hope, clear.

Firstly, urban and rural fuel problems are completely distinct, from the point of view of appropriate
solutions. A vaguely targeted woodlots approach will solve neither. Urban fuel problems need very
specialized solutions of their own.

Secondly, and in consequence, rural social forestry programmes can usually have little to do with urban
fuelwood supply, unless urban prices are so high and alternative fuels so hard to get that farmers living
immediately outside cities find tree-growing attractive - perhaps because they are trying to combine on- and
off-farm activities.

Thirdly, many more farmers not too far from markets are likely to be attracted by the prices obtainable in
towns for the fruit, poles and maybe pulp that they might grow. Nevertheless, the attraction of trees in the
right circumstances is that they are fungible assets. Shade trees in the courtyard may also be income-
generating fruit trees; windbreaks and boundary markers may eventually be felled for house-construction
or for the raising of a quick cash sum; trees serving a vital function in helping to maintain and uphold
terraces may also be doing double duty supplying fodder or mulch in a highly intensively worked farm. 

The implications of these conclusions for the environment 

There are environmental implications to be drawn out from these findings.

Firstly, environmental degradation, desertification and the like will naturally always be observed in rural
areas, but its causes may or may not be local. Appropriate project interventions cannot be devised until
cause is well understood. For instance:

# There is no point in throwing social forestry programmes at rural degradation, if it is being caused
by urban biomass extraction.

# Similarly, even if rural people are causing the environmental degradation an understanding of its
dynamics are needed. Do people own the land they are degrading? Did they use to own it? Have
they had to leave land elsewhere and now find themselves essentially squatting in their current
situation as refugees? People do not destroy their own homes unless they are at their wits' end.

Once the causes are better understood, plans for environmental management can be drawn up which
address protection through one of the following mechanisms: 

# through Social Forestry programmes on clearly owned and usually private land;

# through management of land to which local people have clear locally devised and legally recognised
common property rights, and where such land - be it woodland or watershed - has sufficient
importance for local people and their needs to be worth protecting from their point of view;
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# by government protection where neither of these two other situations apply. 

But often government finds itself in a situation where it cannot manage all the land it owns effectively, yet
will not relinquish it either. Such contradictions should be faced. Where individuals or groups are keen to
own and manage natural resources (and this will by no means happen everywhere) government would
often be better off giving up some of its sovereignty, and concentrating state resources on lands which for
whatever reasons must be protected but will never attract more specific ownership.
All too often, however, government seriously expects that while it continues to own the land, local people
should manage it voluntarily. Needless to say, such hybrid arrangements, in which the party which owns
the resource experiences no expense, while the party which does not faces costs, can never work. The
classic example is Ethiopia, where forests have declined to only 3% of total area as the result of insecure
tenancy arrangements, first under Ethiopia's old aristocracy, and latterly under the current regime, yet
people will not plant trees because they have no confidence that they will be alive, and living in the same
place in seven years' time to benefit from them.

Sustainable land use may be costly in the short-term, in time if in nothing else, and unless people are
assured that they, and not government, will reap the benefits of their investments, naturally they make
none. 

For the best environmental management, land-rights for local people are probably the best solution - and
this is now an area of great experimentation. Where the rights offered are too limited, or bring no obvious
benefits, local people decline them, yet governments in many countries are plainly too weak or too corrupt
to have much success either.

Paradoxically, the simplest action for governments to take to protect the environment may be nothing to do
with trees at all. It may consist rather of tackling the really enormous problem of urban fuel needs. But at
least this is a problem quite literally in their own backyards. 

The role of Social Forestry in the light of these conclusions

Paradoxically, Social Forestry's contribution has ended up being, not the provision of more fuelwood, but a
strenuous training ground for foresters in more participatory approaches to rural people; approaches which
are essential if sustainable environmental activities are now to be the order of the day, and for which they
were on the whole ill-equipped in the early 1980s. 

What began as an attempt at a large-scale rural tree-planting programme based on the plantation models
popular since the 1960s, has over the past decade set in motion an inevitable and major paradigm shift in
the whole discipline of tropical forestry.


